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The Heritage Story
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Timeline

In 1985 an inspired entrepreneur from Bristol set out to provide his customers with a beautiful bathroom.

Since then we've worked hard building our product range and our reputation – with a carefully 
selected network of truly dedicated retail specialists, supporting our customers with superb  
service, nationwide.

Today we offer a range of traditional and classic bathroom suites as well as fitted and freestanding 
furniture, beautiful cast iron and acrylic baths, showers, taps and accessories to create unique and 
inspiring spaces.

1985  From just one Showroom in Bristol, Heritage Bathrooms has become a brand our customers  
  can rely on

1990s  Our beautifully styled Dorchester suite is introduced

1997  Introduction of the Rhyland suite, offering fabulous style and great value

1998 We exhibit at the Ideal Homes Show at Earls Court, and the Modern Homes show, Glasgow

2000 Victoria Suite and cast iron bath featured on the BBC's DIY SOS

2002 Beautiful Buckingham baths arrive

2005  A new look - we introduce even more stylish photography to inspire our customers

2010  We create the elegant Victoria single and double console basins

2012  New state of the art telephone system introduced in to the Heritage and Bristan offices in 
order to ensure that all customer calls are handled in the most effective way possible and 
within a set time limit

2012 Introduction of the New Victoria Range

2013  Heritage launch the Caversham furniture range and the Blenheim Suite   

2014  Heritage relocates to Bristan Group HQ in Staffordshire, benefitting from being part of the   
  Group’s award-winning customer service operation

2015  We introduce our new Distinctively Individual look and the Purple Standard
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The Purple Standard
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An extraordinary commitment

At Heritage Bathrooms, we are committed to delivering 
excellence when it comes to both our service and our 
products and, as a customer, you can expect the highest 
possible standards. We call this The Purple Standard. The 
Purple Standard is our benchmark for delivering an 
extraordinary customer experience. It is framed by a 
commitment to two key areas:

Lifet ime 
Guarantee on 

al l  sanitar yware 
and baths

Service
• Making it easy for you to contact us

• Helpful, friendly and knowledgeable people

• Simple processes - from orders to returns

• Having products from key lines available with next  
 day delivery 

•	Resolving	issues	and	queries	quickly	and	efficiently

• Keeping you informed on occasions where there might  
 be an unavoidable disruption to our service

• Listening to customers to make improvements when  
 we need to

• Doing what we say we will do.

Quality 
• Close collaboration with supply partners to   
 manufacture quality products

• Use of quality materials in our product design

• An inspection process to ensure products arrive with  
 you in the best possible condition

• Robust guarantees and quality standards

• Working with customers to ensure that our quality   
	 specification	meets	their	needs.
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How do we measure this?
Within each of these areas, you - our customer - can expect the very best that we can deliver. That’s 
our commitment. We measure our performance using a set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). 
Some are ambitious targets, but we believe in giving ourselves a challenge. The overall measure is our 
annual Customer Satisfaction Survey which benchmarks us against other companies of our size - not 
necessarily in the same industry - across the country. Here are our top KPIs. We measure and track 
and commit to improving upon if we fall short:

Returns due to our error  Less than 1% of sales

First Contact Resolution 1.5 (average contact required to resolve a query)

Phone Service Levels 80% of calls answered within 20 seconds

Call Abandon Rates 2% of calls

Training Sessions Delivered  
(to customers by our salesteam)

16 per month

Call Report Adherence (sales team logging customer 
calls on our Customer Relationship Management 
System)

100%

What happens when we don’t deliver?
Our commitment is to provide a Purple Standard service to customers but there might be times 
when this isn’t possible.We hope these instances are few and far between but, if you think we are not 
meeting our Purple Standard commitment, then please tell us using one of the following options:

Online: www.heritagebathrooms.com/purplestandard
Email: purplestandard@heritagebathrooms.com
Tel: 0330 026 8503



Distinctively Individual
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Consumers will discover Heritage in the retail environment so it’s important that we rise above the 
noise and stand out as the most distinctive brand. 

By dressing our space we will inspire our customers and own the space. This will allow us to 
differentiate between collections and competitor bays - make Heritage stand out as the most 
interesting brand - the brand customers can rely on to create their dream bathroom.

To discuss Heritage in your showroom, or for more information such as our brand or point of sale 
guidelines, contact your Key Account Manager.
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Sanitaryware
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How it’s Made

Design and drawing

Modelling

Mould made of model (in plaster of paris)

Mould filled with liquid clay slip

Surplus slip run off leaving a skin of clay on plaster mould

Clayware left long enough to firm and then unboxed from mould

Holes punched, seams taken off and imperfections sponged and scraped away

Clayware dried for several days until white hard

Sprayed with glaze

Fired in kiln at approximately 1210°C

Fired ware 100% inspected

Finished sanitaryware boxed

11

Case made from resin



Features & Benefits

•  Depth of range - at Heritage our Granley and Dorchester suites offer a wide range of sizes and 
options. Choose from standard, cloakroom, corner or baby basins in 1, 2 or 3 taphole options on 
pedestals or semi-pedestals, or opt for a semi-recessed basin to use with our furniture ranges. 
Similarly with our selection of WC's, choose from the close coupled options (landscape or portrait 
cisterns), low-level, high-level, wall-hung or back to wall pan's. 

•  Distinctively Individual - we've curated our collection to offer a variety of options including 
statement pieces, as well everything you'd need within our stylish suites.

•  Extra height options - as a premium feature on our most popular ranges, we offer comfort height 
pan options and tall pedestal.

• Lifetime Guarantee - we're so confident in the quality of our sanitaryware at Heritage we offer a  
 Lifetime Guarantee across all elements of our pottery. 

• British Design - Heritage sanitaryware is designed here in the UK for the UK. We invest    
 extensively in researching UK market requirements and design products to meet those needs.

•  Best in class components - we use high quality components for all of our products. Take our 
cistern fittings for example, all of these are supplied by Thomas Dudley and Geberit - renowned 
names in the market that exude quality and reliability. 

•  Next day delivery - order by 12pm and the product will be delivered next day.
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Acrylic Baths
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How it’s Made

At Heritage we use a 5mm acrylic sheet as standard and coupled with the overall engineering 
approach that we use, this determines our product quality:

The Acrylic sheet is hung on a vertical forming machine. The sheet is 
sucked into the mould via a zone heating process to ensure optimum 

quality and consistency of the shell. 

The automated sheet transfer avoids any Operator related 
error or contamination.

For the final production process, the internal bath is fully 
supported in to the radii ensuring minimal distortion.

The baths are held in their exact positions for spraying. The use of 
clamps is avoided to ensure that the bath retains its original shape. Each 
bath is sprayed with a fibreglass resin mix and rolled in order to gain a 
bond between the acrylic and resin mix and to ensure that no air has 

gathered between the two layers.

All baths leave the factory wrapped in a clear plastic film and foam 
protection around the edges to protect the baths during transportation and 
installation to ensure our baths reach the consumer in optimum condition.
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Features & Benefits

•  Depth of range - Heritage acrylic baths come in a range of shapes and sizes. These include single 
ended, double ended and freestanding. Across the single and double ended a number of sizes are 
available designed to fit into most spaces from 1524mm in length up to 1800mm.

•  Maximised internal dimensions - Heritage acrylic baths are designed with user comfort in mind 
and to this end additional internal width dimensions provides a more relaxed bathing experience 
with additional shoulder width.

•  Solid Skin - the Heritage fitted acrylic range comes with Solid Skin technology as standard, which 
involves an extra membrane of specially formulated reinforcement being added in the manufacturing 
process. This offers improved rigidity and heat retention for added peace of mind and comfort 
during the bathing experience.

•  Stain & scuff resistant and colour fast - we realise minor accidents happen so our baths are 
specially designed to prevent permanent damage giving your Heritage bath longevity and peace of 
mind meaning a rock solid platform for your bathing experience. 

• Stainless steel legs - Heritage acrylic baths come with stainless steel legs for enhanced strength  
 and quality meaning additional peace of mind.

• Taphole Options - some of the baths in the Heritage range come pre-drilled for 2 taps, some   
 come undrilled to support 1 taphole bath fillers or freestanding taps. This enables the user the   
 ultimate choice in flexibility and design and helps make installation easier.

•  All Heritage baths are sprayed with Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) - use of GRP in the 
manufacturing process gives the bath unprecedented strength and durability to give peace of mind 
and longevity. Heritage free standing acrylic baths utilise top graded GRP  which are backed up by 
our patented solid skin technology for extra rigidity, durability and peace of mind.

•  Shower baths with optimum showering space - Heritage acrylic shower baths offer 900mm 
space for showering – this has been widely accepted as the optimum space for showering in the 
market and ensures the user has comfort to maximise the enjoyment of their showering 
experience. 

•  Lifetime Guarantee - all Heritage acrylic baths come with the benefit of a Lifetime Guarantee for 
added peace of mind and reassurance.

•  Next day delivery - order by 12pm and the product will be delivered next day.
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Cast Iron Baths
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How it’s Made
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Cast Iron Baths are formed from a steel mould filled with sand.  
The mould is 2 separate piece forming the shape of the bath.

Pig iron is melted and poured into the mould at a temp of around 1400°C.

Excess sand is removed and the surface ground using hand grinding machines.

The bath tub is sprayed with a minerals mixture.

The bath is then enamelled. The raw tub is heated to around 900°C.

Enamel powder is applied by sprinkling over the tub using a large 
sieve. Approximately 0.8mm of enamel powder is applied.

The bath is heated again to around 500°C to allow the enamel to bake 
onto the surface.

Another layer of enamel approx. 0.3mm is then applied and the 
above process repeated.

The tub is allowed to cool, prior to a primer being applied to the outer layer, 
after any external debris from the external surface has been removed.

The joint between the Inner Enamel & the outer primer is “painted” 
with liquid enamel, ensuring that the tub is totally encapsulated.

The bath tub is then visually inspected, branded and labelled.

The final process is to palletise the bath tubs prior to despatch.

The cast iron is allowed to set and the mould opened to release the 
rough cast iron tub.



Features & Benefits

•  The Market Experts - we are the market leaders in cast iron baths in the UK and currently boast 
a comprehensive range and market share - in fact 1 in 4 cast iron baths sold in the UK is from 
Heritage Bathrooms.

 
• Size of Range - we have 12 bath styles with two or no taphole options.

•  Made in Europe for the UK market - European manufacture means the adherence to   
stringent regulations to ensure the highest quality and peace of mind for our customers and 
consumers.

• Lifetime Guarantee - we're so confident in the quality of our Cast Iron Baths that they    
 come with a Lifetime Guarantee as standard. 

•  Superb Quality - class AA enamel is used in the manufacture of the baths as it is known for its 
extreme durability and stain resistance ensuring the quality standards that you come to expect from 
Heritage. Our baths also feature a beautiful white ripple interior.

•  Primed and Ready to Paint - our Cast Iron Baths are delivered sanded down, primed (with an 
undercoat applied) ready for external decoration.

•  Next day delivery - order by 12pm  and the product will be delivered next day.
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Furniture
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How it’s Made
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The Oak door has a frame which is manufactured from solid wood 
with an oak veneered centre panel.

The White Ash door has a frame which is manufactured from Medium 
Density Fibre board which has been foil wrapped and a foil wrapped 

MFC centre panel.

The carcass of Heritage furniture is made from colour matched 
melamine face chipboard, which is cut into panels and edged with 

ABS colour matched lip.

Each panel is drilled in preparation for the dowels – a solid cylindrical 
rod usually made from wood.

Each component is then assembled by hand using glue and dowels, 
and hinges are attached.

Once each unit is fully assembled, it is put into a pressing machine to 
secure the structure of the unit.

The unit is boxed and appropriate fitting added.

Oyster and Graphite doors have a frame which is manufactured from 
Medium Density Fibre board which has been foil wrapped with a foil 

wrapped MFC centre panel that are painted.



Features & Benefits

•  Ready Built - Heritage bathroom furniture is delivered rigid not flat pack. This offers ease of 
installation and a reduction in installation costs.

• Soft Close as Standard - all of Heritage’s units come with soft close doors and drawers as   
 standard. Therefore there is no additional cost.

•  Tall Plinth - our furniture range comes with 200mm clearance (i.e. height of plinth). This  allows the 
flush pipe to be run underneath the units without the need to modify on site.  This provides lots of 
accessibility and aids installations. Our doors overhang the units by 50mm showing on 150mm of 
the plinth.

•  All Vanity Units come pre-cut for Heritage Basins - the furniture units are pre cut to fit the 
Heritage semi-recessed basins. Therefore there is no need for on site cutting around a complex 
curve which is often the one thing that goes wrong on a bathroom installation.

• Stylish Finishes - our Caversham furniture range is made up of 3 painted finishes which are on   
 trend with current kitchen influences as well as Oak. Our Hidcote range is available in Walnut   
 and Oak.

•  Modular Units with a fitted look - all Heritage units come modular with continuous worktops 
and plinths to give a fitted look, decorative gable ends are also available.

•  Flexible Sizes - our fitted furniture offers great flexibility with a number of sizes including curved 
base units, standard base units and wall units plus filler panels and decorative gables to fit most 
customer's requirements.

•    Next day delivery - order by 12pm and the product will be delivered next day.
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Taps
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How it’s Made

Die casting 
(Gravity/Low pressure)

Sand-core casting

Machining

Polishing

Chrome plating

Production assembly

Production testing

Production final assembly

SPC – internal casting 
condition

SPC – dimension 
condition & 100% leak 
test

100% inspection – 
pin-hole check

100% inspection – 
surface cosmetic 
check

100% gauge 
inspection – pipe tail

100% tested for 
leaking, flow pattern, 
functional

100% visual check – 
product external 
cosmetic

AQL sampling 
inspectionProduction packing

IPQC:
 • 1st-off inspection
 • Calibrated torque 

wrench
  • Stop production – 
if 3 failures are found 

continuously

SPC = Statistical Process Control,
IPQC = In-Process Quality Control,
AQL = Acceptable Quality Level (MIL-STD 105E)
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How it’s Made

Sand Core Making
The process of making the sand  
core to create the internal passages 
of castings.

Die-Casting
The process of forcing molten metal 
either under low pressure or by 
gravity (pouring) into a mould cavity.

Machining
The process that creates all the 
threads, internal valves seating 
surfaces, pipe tail threads etc.

Polishing
The process to smoothen the 
external product surface. These 
processes are carried out in 3 or 4 
stages with various type of polishing 
belt roughness. This is followed by 
100% inspection.

Plating
The process of electroplating a thin 
layer of chromium & nickel onto the 
external surface of a product. The 
composition and thickness of 
chromium and nickel is very 
important to ensure sufficient 
corrosion resistance.

Valve/Cartridge Assembly
The process of assembling the valve 
or cartridge with proper control of 
torque applied.

Production Testing
The process of verifying the products 
functional and sealing condition by 
testing the using a water or air 
pressurised tester or system.

Final Assembly
The process to complete the product; 
assembling the handle, indices, back-
nuts etc. This is followed with a final 
check that all surfaces are clean.

Packaging
The process of packing the product 
with all the accessories and 
component parts. Applying the labels 
and stacking the packed product box 
onto 4-way pallet.
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Features & Benefits

•  Product range co-ordination - a number of Heritage taps ranges have been specially designed to 
match the look of our showers. This ensures that customers have the chance to match the style of 
their brassware selections.

• A choice of finishes - our traditional tap ranges are available in glistening chrome or vintage gold.

•  Work on all pressures - some Heritage taps perform at 0.1 bar. This means that even systems 
with the lowest pressure can enjoy Heritage taps, so no need to worry about whether your water 
system will support a Heritage tap.

•  Multiple options - the Heritage taps range comprises options for 1,2 and 3 taphole basins and 1 
or 2 taphole baths plus bath shower mixers, bidet mixers, free standing bath taps and free standing 
bath shower mixers to give our customers a wide range to choose from.

•  Five year guarantee - all Heritage taps come with the benefit of a five year guarantee for added 
peace of mind and reassurance.

•  Next day delivery - order by 12pm and the product will be delivered next day.
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Showers
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How it’s Made

Die casting 
(Gravity/Low pressure)

Sand-core casting

Machining

Polishing

Chrome plating

Production assembly

Production testing

Production final assembly

SPC – internal casting 
condition

SPC – dimension 
condition & 100% leak 
test

100% inspection – 
pin-hole check

100% inspection – 
surface cosmetic 
check

100% gauge 
inspection – pipe tail

100% tested for 
leaking, flow pattern, 
functional

100% visual check – 
product external 
cosmetic

AQL sampling 
inspectionProduction packing

IPQC:
 • 1st-off inspection
• Calibrated torque 

wrench
 • Stop production – 
if 3 failures are found 

continuously

SPC = Statistical Process Control,
IPQC = In-Process Quality Control,
AQL = Acceptable Quality Level (MIL-STD 105E)
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How it’s Made

Sand Core Making
The process of making the sand core 
to create the internal passages of 
castings.

Die-Casting
The process of forcing molten metal 
either under low pressure or by 
gravity (pouring) into a mould cavity.

Machining
The process that creates all the 
threads, internal valves seating 
surfaces, pipe tail threads etc.

Polishing
The process to smoothen the 
external product surface. These 
processes are carried out in 3 or 4 
stages with various type of polishing 
belt roughness. This is followed by 
100% inspection.

Plating
The process of electroplating a thin 
layer of chromium & nickel onto the 
external surface of a product. The 
composition and thickness of 
chromium and nickel is very 
important to ensure sufficient 
corrosion resistance.

Valve/Cartridge Assembly
The process of assembling the valve 
or cartridge with proper control of 
torque applied.

Production Testing
The process of verifying the products 
functional and sealing condition by 
testing the using a water or air 
pressurised tester or system.

Final Assembly
The process to complete the product; 
assembling the handle, indices, back-
nuts etc. This is followed with a final 
check that all surfaces are clean.

Packaging
The process of packing the product 
with all the accessories and 
component parts. Applying the labels 
and stacking the packed product box 
onto 4-way pallet.
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Features & Benefits

•  Thermostatic temperature control - all Heritage showers come with thermostatic temperature 
control as standard. This means that even with fluctuations in water pressure the showering 
temperature remains comfortable and consistent to ensure safe showering.

•  Work on all pressures - all Heritage showers perform at 0.1 bar. This means that even systems 
with the lowest pressure can enjoy a Heritage shower, so no need to worry about whether your 
water system will support a Heritage shower.

•  Product range co-ordination - Heritage showers have been specially designed to match the look 
of the Heritage taps range. 

• A choice of finishes - all Heritage tap ranges are available in glistening chrome or vintage gold.

•  Flexible control choice - Heritage showers come with either single sequential or dual controls 
allowing the customer maximum choice and flexibility. Single sequential is one simple control to turn 
the product on/off and set your desired temperature. Dual controls come with separate flow and 
temperature controls. This means that the user only needs to set their preference once so they can 
enjoy a comfortable and consistent shower at all times.

•  Rub clean nozzles on shower heads - all Heritage showers come with rub clean nozzles on the 
shower head for easy cleaning and to prevent build up of limescale. This means your Heritage 
shower is designed to be better performing and longer lasting.

•  Diverter products - some of the products in the Heritage range come with a fixed overhead and 
separate variable kit to offer flexibility in our showering options.

•  Preset temperature - all Heritage showers are factory set at 42 or 43°C. This ensures 
comfortable consistent showering with all of our products and minimises the risk of scalding, 
ensuring the user’s safety.

•  Five year guarantee - all Heritage shower valves come with the benefit of a five year guarantee 
for added peace of mind and reassurance.

•  Next day delivery - order by 12pm and the product will be delivered next day.
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Suites
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Suite Price Architecture
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The suite price shown above includes a basin, pedestal, WC and cistern. All prices are based on RRPs. 
Fitted baths are also available to match all our suites.
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Offering exceptional value for money and the versatility of 
basin and WC options, Belmonte is a great choice for 
bathrooms of all shapes and sizes.

Belmonte
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 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin
 Cloakroom Basin
 Wall Hung Basin
 Medium Semi-Recessed Basin
 Cloakroom Semi-Recessed Basin
 Shallow basin
 Standard Pedestal   
 Wall Hung Pedestal   
 Bidet   
 Close Coupled WC

 Back to wall WC   

 Acrylic Baths                                                                                                                         

 1524 x 750 Solid Skin Single Ended

Standard Height Pan 
Comfort Height Pan 
Landscape Cistern for use with a cistern lever 
Portrait Cistern for use with a push button 

2 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3

3

1 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3

3 Taphole
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A classic and elegantly designed suite. Available with 1, 2 or 3 
taphole basins which can sit on a pedestal or be matched 
with a vanity unit from our Caversham or Hidcote ranges. 
You can choose from low, high or close coupled cisterns too.

Blenheim 



 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin
 Standard Pedestal   
 Close Coupled WC

 Low level WC & Cistern
 High level WC & Cistern
 Bidet
  
 Acrylic Baths                                                                                                                                     

 1700 x 750 Solid Skin Double Ended 
 1800 x 800 Solid Skin Double Ended
 1700 x 700 Solid Skin Single Ended

39

Standard Height Pan
Comfort Height Pan 
Landscape Cistern for use with a cistern lever 

2 Taphole 
3

1 Taphole 
3

3 Taphole 
3

 Vanity Units

 Freestanding Vanity Unit (Caversham)
 Freestanding Vanity Unit (Hidcote)

Oak, White Ash , Graphite , Oyster
Oak, Walnut

Available Colours
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For subtle glamour take inspiration from this iconic suite with 
an extensive range of 19 basins, available in both round and 
square options. Make it your kind of charming with the 
Caversham vanity unit, specifically designed for the 
Dorchester square basin.

Dorchester



 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin
 Medium Basin
 Cloakroom Basin
 Wall Hung Basin
 Medium Semi-Recessed Basin
 Cloakroom Semi-Recessed Basin
 Baby Basin
 Corner Basin
 Square Basin
 Standard Pedestal   
 Tall Pedestal   
 Wall Hung Pedestal   
 Bidet   
 Close Coupled WC

 Wall Hung Pan
 Back to Wall WC   
 Low Level WC & Cistern   
 High Level WC & Cistern   

 Acrylic Baths                                                                                          

 1700 x 700 Solid Skin Single Ended
 1700 x 750 Solid Skin Double Ended
 1800 x 800 Solid Skin Double Ended

41

Standard Height Pan 
Comfort Height Pan 
Landscape cistern is for use with cistern lever 
Portrait Cistern for use with a push button 
Corner Cistern for use with a push button 
 

2 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3

3

3 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3

 Vanity Units

 Freestanding Vanity Unit (Caversham)
 Freestanding Vanity Unit (Hidcote)

Oak, White Ash , Graphite , Oyster
Oak, Walnut

Available Colours
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Love a little opulence from a bygone era? Go for the bold, 
angular lines suitable for the largest bathrooms or tiniest 
cloakroom. One of our most established and popular suites.

Granley
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 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin
 Cloakroom Basin
 Semi-Recessed Basin
 Tapledge Inset Basin
 Baby Basin
 Standard Pedestal   
 Tall Pedestal   
 Bidet   
 Close Coupled WC

 Wall Hung Pan
 Back to wall WC   
 Low Level WC & Cistern   
 High Level WC & Cistern   

 Acrylic Baths                                                                                                                           

 1700 x 750 Solid Skin Single Ended
 1800 x 800 Solid Skin Double Ended

Standard Height Pan 
Comfort Height Pan 
Landscape Cistern for use with a cistern lever 

2 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3

1 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3 Taphole 
3

3

3
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   The 1920’s grandeur of Granley, but with more subdued 
styling and more compact dimensions. Ideal when space is  
at a premium, it includes three basin sizes including a 
cloakroom basin.

Granley Deco
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 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin
 Cloakroom Basin
 Medium Basin
 Standard Pedestal   
 Tall Pedestal
 Close Coupled WC   Standard Height Pan 

Comfort Height Pan 
Landscape Cistern for use with a cistern lever 
Portrait Cistern for use with a push button 
 

1 Taphole 3 Taphole

 Acrylic Baths                                                                                                                           

 1700 x 700 Solid Skin Single Ended

2 Taphole 
3

3

3
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Kharine offers a fitted bath which is perfectly complemented 
by a selection of wall hung or pedestal sanitaryware, or 
choose to upgrade to our gorgeous Polperro freestanding 
bath.

Kharine
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 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin & Pedestal
 Wall Hung Cloakroom Basin & Pedestal
 
 Close Coupled WC

 Wall Hung WC
 Kharine suite has a specifically design seat to fit 

Standard
Easy Plumb

2 Taphole 3 Taphole1 Taphole 
3

3

 Acrylic Baths                                                                                                                           

 1700 x 750 Solid Skin Double Ended
 1800 x 800 Solid Skin Double Ended
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A versatile and great value suite perfectly proportioned for 
any bathroom, en-suite or cloakroom. The options are 
plentiful with standard and comfort height WCs and a choice 
of traditional pedestal basins or a recessed version that sits 
perfectly with our Caversham furniture. Also available in a 
choice of portrait and landscape cisterns.

Rhyland
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 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin
 Cloakroom Basin
 Corner Basin
 Medium Semi-Recessed Basin
 Cloakroom Semi-Recessed Basin
 Standard Pedestal   
 Bidet   
 Close Coupled WC

 Back to wall WC

Standard Height Pan 
Landscape Cistern for use with a lever
Portrait Cistern for use with a push button 
 

1 Taphole 
3

3

2 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3

3 Taphole

 Acrylic Baths                                                                                                                            

 1700 x 700 Solid Skin Single Ended
 1700 x 750 Solid Skin Double Ended
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A distinctive range with plenty of ways to add flair to bathing. 
In addition to a standard basin, find single and double console 
vanity basins to add on-trend French opulence. Add a high 
level WC for a boutique upgrade.

Victoria
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 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin & Pedestal
 Single Console Basin & Legs
 Double Console Basin & Legs
 
 Close Coupled WC

 
 Low Level WC & Cistern   
 High Level WC & Cistern
 Bidet   

 Acrylic Baths                                                                                                                

 1800 x 800 Single Ended Solid Skin Super Deep

Standard Height Pan
Comfort Height Pan 
Landscape Cistern for use with a lever 

2 Taphole1 Taphole 3 Taphole 
3

3

3
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Wynwood

Our Wynwood suite is an evocative modern classic. Recreate 
this look with a matching fitted bath or swap out for a new 
cast iron bath, such as the superbly square Dorset.
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 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin
 Large Basin
 Pedestal
 Close Coupled WC
 

 Bidet   

 Acrylic Baths                                                                                                                

 1700 x 750mm Solid Skin Single Ended

Standard Height Pan
Comfort Height Pan
Landscape Cistern for use with lever 
 

2 Taphole1 Taphole 3 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3

3
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For a clean, linear look think of Zaar. Pieces like an angular 
shower bath take shape initially to save space but ultimately 
deliver clean lines. Zaar features stunning wall hung and 
contemporary slab basins, WCs and a shower bath.

Zaar
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 Sanitaryware

 Standard Basin
 Medium Basin
 Cloakroom Basin
 Space saving basin
 Medium Semi-Recessed Basin
 Cloakroom Semi-Recessed Basin
 Offset corner basin
 Shallow space saving basin
 Standard Pedestal   
 Wall Hung Pedestal   
 Close Coupled WC

 
 Back to wall WC   
 Wall hung pan
 Kharine suite has a specifically design seat to fit   

 Acrylic Baths                                                                                                                           

 1700 x 850/700 Solid Skin L-Shaped 

Standard Height Pan
Close coupled WC & Cistern 
Easy plumb close coupled WC & Cistern 
 

2 Taphole 3 Taphole1 Taphole 
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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